PROGRAMME

VIII Braga Meetings on Ethics and Political Philosophy
University of Minho
Braga, Portugal
June 8-9, 2017

Day 1 - 8th JUNE

8h30-10h00
Welcome and Registration (desk in front of room B1-Auditorium)

9h45
Formal opening (room B1- Auditorium)
Prof. João Cardoso Rosas (Dean of the Institute of Arts and Humanities)
Prof: João Ribeiro Mendes (Director of the Center for Ethics, Politics and Society)

10h00-11h30 Parallel Sessions 1-4

Session: 1 - Chair: Eze Paez
Do animals feel morally relevant pain? , Calum Miller, (United Kingdom), c.miller@oxon.org
Rawlsian animal justice? , Ricardo Miguel, (Portugal), ricardomiguel@campus.ul.pt
When should numbers count? , Emmanuel Ordóñez Angulo, (Mexico), eordonezangulo@gmail.com

Session: 2 - Chair: David Jenkins
Shame, Well-Being and Inequality, Alfred Archer, (United Kingdom), a.t.m.archer@uvt.nl
Serpents and Paupers: Musings on the Harms of Inequality , Eyja Brynjarsdottir, (Iceland), eyjabryn@hi.is
FAIR SHARES AND DEGREES OF INEQUALITY, Christopher Marshall, (United Kingdom),
c.j.marshall@lse.ac.uk

Session: 3 - Chair: José Colen
<No Title Available>, Todd Karhu, (Finland), t.karhu@lse.ac.uk
Closest Cases of Particularism, Zsolt Ziegler, (Hungary), zsolt.ziegler@filozofia.bme.hu
Are moral functionalism's a priori commitments really a priori? , Ashley Lane, (United Kingdom),
ashleylane1999@yahoo.co.uk

Session: 4 - Chair: Daniele Santoro
The ethics of parenting and children's consent, Cormier Andrée-Anne, (Canada),
andree.anne.cormier@gmail.com
<No Title Available>, Mauro Rossi, (Italy), rossi.mauro@uqam.ca
A socialist approach on distributive justice in gestational surrogacy , Miguel Angel Torres Quiroga,
(Mexico), miguel.atq@gmail.com

11h30-11h45 COFFEE-BREAK
**11h45-13h30 Parallel Sessions 5-8**

**Session: 5 - Chair: Pedro Martins**
Corruption and Normativity of the Capital in Emerging Market States, Mustafa Yaylali, (Netherlands), yaylali.mustafa@gmail.com
The wrong of political corruption, Manohar Kumar, (India), manohar.KUMAR@univ-amu.fr
THE LIBERAL RESPONSE TO VOLUNTARY HABITUAL PUBLIC FACE-COVERING PER SE, Brandon Robshaw, (), brandon.robshaw@gmail.com

**Session: 6 - Chair: Bruno Pinheiro**
ADAPTIVE VALUE: FINDING RATIONALITY IN THE RISKS OF THE GLOBAL POOR, Laura Miller, (United States), labppf@mail.umsl.edu
Worldwide violence against women as global injustice: patriarchal structures and the duty not to harm, Noa Nogradi, (Hungary), N.W.Nogradi@leeds.ac.uk
Bridging the theoretical divide: Anti-poverty activism and the ethics of care, Sheila Cranmer-Byng, (Canada), scranmer-byng@sympatico.ca

**Session: 7 - Chair: António Baptista**
The Incompleteness of Philosophy: Human Ends and Moral Normativity, Steven Waldorf, (United States), sdwaldorf@gmail.com
I MUST ALWAYS LOVE YOU? OBLIGATIONS TO PRESERVE ROMANTIC PARTNERSHIPS, Pilar Lopez-Cantero, (Spain), lopezcanterop@gmail.com
Love & Paternalism, David Birks, (United Kingdom), david.birks@humanities.ox.ac.uk

**Session: 8 - Chair: Alexandra Abranches**
Moral Outrage Porn, Bekka Williams, (United States), bekka.williams@mnsu.edu
Whose Is the Injury and Whose Can Be Anger? Hume on the Origin of ‘Moral Feelings’ and the Feminist Reclamation of Anger, Tamar Tskhadadze, (Georgia), tamar.tskhadadze.1@iliauni.edu.ge
Gender Identity and Feminism, Josh Cohen, (United Kingdom), joshcohen93@gmail.com

**13h30-15h00 LUNCH**

**15h00-16h30 Parallel Sessions 9-13**

**Session: 9 - Chair: Roberto Merrill**
Does self-knowledge advance political justification? The case of public philosophy and Stout’s “unconstrained discourse”, Deven Burks, (United States), deven.burks@uni.lu
Is Conservatism Vacuous?, Ewan Burns, (United Kingdom), e.burns.1@research.gla.ac.uk
What makes an opinion legitimate? Hannah Arendt in comparison with Jürgen Habermas, Judith Zinsmaier, (Germany), judith.zinsmaier@uni-tuebingen.de

**Session: 10 - Chair: António Baptista**
<No Title Available>, Areti Theofilopoulou, (Greece), areti.theofilopoulou@philosophy.ox.ac.uk
Mass Incarceration, Moral Subversion, and Criminal Protection, Jeffrey Howard, (United States), jeffrey.howard@ucl.ac.uk
THE CONCEPT OF ENTRAPMENT, Attila Tanyi, (Hungary), attila.tanyi@liverpool.ac.uk
Session: 11 - Chair: José Colen
Population Ethics and Becoming an Ethcial Subject of Procreation, JAN SWIANIEWICZ, (Poland), jswian@gmail.com
Procreative Justice and Genetic Selection for Fair Skin, Herjeet Marway, (United Kingdom), h.marway@bham.ac.uk
The Option Value of Life, Susanne Burri, (Switzerland), s.burri@lse.ac.uk

Session: 12 - Chair: Cátia Faria
The Normativity of Deliberative Contractualism, Fred Horton, (United Kingdom), fred.horton@manchester.ac.uk
Rawlsian Constructivism: A Practical Guide to Reflective Equilibrium, Eric Brandstedt, (Sweden), e.brandstedt@lse.ac.uk
Rawls’s point of view, Marcos Fanton, (Brazil), fanton.marcos@gmail.com

Session: 13 - Chair: David Alvarez
The Moral Responsibility of International Actors, Damian Cox, (Australia), dcox@bond.edu.au
Forward-looking Collective Responsibility and the Problem of Shared Intentionality, Eirik Julius Risberg, (Norway), eirik.julius.risberg@falstadsenteret.no
Dirty Hands and Collective Responsibility, Ionut Untea, (Romania), untea_ionut@126.com

16h30-17h00 COFFEE-BREAK

17h00-18h30 PLENARY SESSION #1
Chair: Alexandra Abranches

Other worlds are possible—but which are gender just?
Prof. Alison M. Jaggar

20h30 Conference Dinner
Day 2 - 9th JUNE

10h00-11h30 Parallel Sessions 14-17

Session: 14 - Chair: José Colen
Between individual and collective self-determination: which rights should be granted to Third Country Nationals?, Eva-Maria Schäfferle, (Germany), evamaria.schafferle@iepg.fr
The challenges of multiculturalism in the European framework, Carla De Iuliis, (Italy), cdeiuliis@virgilio.it
A RECONSTRUCTIVE APPROACH TOWARD EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE, Merten Reglitz, (Germany), m.reglitz@bham.ac.uk

Session: 15 - Chair: Pedro Martins
Against Hershenov’s Epistemic Accounts of Deliberative Democracy, Hugo Luzio, (Portugal), hugo.luzio@campus.ul.pt
Citizens, parties, and experts: a complicated relationship, Giulia Bistagnino, (Italy), giulia.bistagnino@unimi.it
Democracy and Propaganda: A Love Story, Bruno Serra, (Portugal), bdserra@gmail.com

Session: 16 - Chair: Daniele Santoro
What Is Wrong with Cultural Appropriation? Cultural Appropriation as Disrespect, Miles Unterreiner, (United States), miles.unterreiner@politics.ox.ac.uk
Collective Responsibility and Racial Inequality in the U.S.: A Social Connection Model, Hochan "Sonny" Kim, (United States), hochan.kim@philosophy.ox.ac.uk
<No Title Available>, Malte Føslee Ibsen, (Denmark), mfb@ifs.ku.dk

Session: 17 - Chair: David Alvarez
Civic Autonomy and Distributive Justice, Claudio Santander-Martinez, (Chile), cs1007@york.ac.uk
Human Rights for Persons with Disabilities and the Site of Justice, Matthew Palynchuk, (Canada), 
matthew.h.palynchuk@gmail.com
Privilege and Luck Egalitarianism, Etye Steinberg, (Canada), etye.steinberg@mail.utoronto.ca

11h30-11h45 COFFEE-BREAK

11h45-13h30 Parallel Sessions 18-21

Session: 18 - Chair: Eze Paez
The Hidden Yes of Nietzsche: Ethics and Responsibility in a Dionysian Life-World, Abubakr Khan, (Pakistan), abubakr.khan@itu.edu.pk
UNICORNS, NATURAL RIGHTS, AND NON-HUMAN PERSONS, Jose Colen, (Portugal), jose.colen.pt@gmail.com
Ronald Dwokin e Philippe Van Parijs: A que distância está a Igualdade de Recursos da distribuição de um Rendimento Básico Incondicional?, Hugo Rajão, (Portugal), hugorajao@gmail.com
Session: 19 - Chair: Assucena Sousa
Independence and Open Borders: Defending a Human Right to Immigrate, Elizabeth Hemsley, (United Kingdom), lizhemsley87@googlemail.com
A multilevel sufficentarian framework for social justice, Wouter Peeters, (Belgium), w.peeters@bham.ac.uk
Fairness and the Satisfaction of Unequal Claims, Thomas Rowe, (United Kingdom), t.rowe@lse.ac.uk

Session: 20 - Chair: Bruno Pinheiro
How to defend privacy?, Milan Hanys, (Czech Republic), milan.hanys@fhs.cuni.cz
Objectivity, Normativity and Contentiousness. Why Liberals Shouldn’t Be Scared by Truth, Giulio Fornaroli, (Italy), giulio.fornaroli.14@ucl.ac.uk
Provocateurs and their rights to self-defence, Lisa Hecht, (Germany), lisa.hecht@philosophy.su.se

Session: 21 - Chair: David Jenkins
On the Possibility of a De-ethnicized Borderless Existence: Essays on a New World Order, Aribiah Attoe, (Nigeria), aribaiahdavidattoe@gmail.com
The Moral Costs of 'Costless' Warfare: Distributing Harms and Risks in Armed Humanitarian Intervention, Linda Eggert, (Germany), linda.eggert@politics.ox.ac.uk
You Talkin' to Me? The Moral Prohibition on Negotiating with Terrorists, Isaac Taylor, (United Kingdom), i.taylor@em.uni-frankfurt.de

13h30-15h00 LUNCH

15h00-16h30 Parallel Sessions 22-25
Session: 22 - Chair: Alexandra Abranches
HOBBES: A VOLUNTARIST ABOUT THE PERMISSIBILITY OF STATE ENFORCEMENT, Daniel Guillery, (United Kingdom), d.guillery.12@ucl.ac.uk
ACTIVE PEACE AND THE STRENGTH OF CHARACTER: A NON-CONTRACTARIAN APPROACH TO SPINOZA, Gaye Çankaya Eksen, (Turkey), gayecankaya@yahoo.com
From Natural Law to the Golden Rule Aquinas Re-visited, Damiano Simoncelli, (Italy), damiano.simoncelli@gmail.com

Session: 23 - Chair: Assucena Sousa
Conceptions of Political Secularism: the Case for Secularism as Autonomy, Adil Usturali, (Turkey), adilusturali@gmail.com
RELIGIOUS REASONS; FINAL VALUES, AND THE DUTY OF CIVILITY, Andrei Bespalov, (Russia), andrei.bespakov@upf.edu
Against Moralized Secularism, Sebastián Rudas, (Colombia), sebrudas@gmail.com
Session: 24 - Chair: Roberto Merrill
<No Title Available>, Vanessa Wills, (United States), vcwills@gwu.edu
Right and technicity in Carl Schmitt’s international thought, Luca Lattanzi, (Italy), luca.lattanzi88@gmail.com
The Difference between Political and Philosophical Freedom in Hannah Arendt, Khadeega Gafar, (Egypt), khadeega@aucegypt.edu
The structure of a belief in legitimacy and the centrality of values for a political realist approach, Ilaria Cozzaglio, (Italy), ilaria.cozzaglio@unimi.it

Session: 25 - Chair: Cátia Faria
Democratic representation and the moral right to resist, Corrado Fumagalli, (Italy), corrado.fumagalli@unimi.it
Political Obligation, Fairness and Involuntary Benefit, Neil Hibbert, (Canada), neil.hibbert@usask.ca
ON A RAWLSIAN ROUTE TOWARDS WORKPLACE DEMOCRACY, Stephen K. McLeod, (United Kingdom), skmcleod@liv.ac.uk

17h00-18h30
Chair: Eze Paez
PLENARY SESSION #2: The Democratic Boundary Problem, Prof. Gustaf Arrhenius, (Sweden),

16h30-17h00 COFFEE-BREAK

17h00-18h30 PLENARY SESSION #2
Chair: Eze Paez

The Democratic Boundary Problem
Prof. Gustaf Arrhenius

19h00 CLOSING CEREMONY

19h15 GROUP PHOTO